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Welcome to 
	CompleteMartialArts.com - Martial Arts & MMA Information Site

	We are one of the largest Martial Arts websites online with thousands of pages on all aspects of 
	Martial Arts. If it has anything to do with Martial Arts, you will find it here, including Mixed Martial Arts. 
	

 We are also one of the oldest Martial Arts websites, having been around since 1999. Over the years, we have gathered a tremendous amount of information and have methodically 
	archived them in a way that's easy for the visitors to find. 
	

 The site is constantly being updated so be sure to check back often.
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		Featured Section - Styles

			What are all 
			different  Styles of 
			Martial Arts?

			Do you 
			know the  History of your 
			style?

			Who are 
			the Founders of 
			these Martial Arts styles?

	Where 
			can I find  Schools that 
			teach the styles I want?

	 Discuss  your favorite styles with others
			
			
		
		Featured Section - UFC

			Do you 
			like UFC - Ultimate Fighting Championship?

	You can 
			find your favorite UFC 
			Fighters and their fight stats.

	And all 
			the UFC Results dating back 
			from the very beginning. 

	And all 
			the past and present UFC Champions.

	Want to know how much Money UFC Fighters make?

	Discuss
			
	UFC 
			Forums with other enthusiasts.

		
	
		
		Hot Forum Topics

		
			
			5 steps to choosing the right martial art for you

			
			What is your favorite kick? 

			
			GI vs. No Gi 

			
			Best Choice for a Fantasy Weapon
			
			
			Knife defense training

			
			Who's Barra in "Gracie Barra" 

			
			How much do you charge? 

			
			Why Karate?

		
	
	
	Video of the Week
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			1/1/11 - 
			UFC 125 Results Posted. 
			

			12/11/10 - 
			UFC 124 Results Posted. 
			

			11/20/10 - 
			UFC 123 Results Posted. 
			

			11/13/10 - 
			UFC 122 Results Posted. 
			

			10/23/10 - 
			UFC 121 Results Posted. 
			

			10/16/10 - 
			UFC 120 Results Posted. 
			

			9/25/10 - 
			UFC 119 Results Posted. 
			

			8/28/10 - 
			UFC 118 Results Posted. 
			

			8/7/10 - 
			UFC 117 Results Posted. 
			

			7/3/10 - 
			UFC 116 Results Posted. 
			

			6/12/10 - 
			UFC 115 Results Posted. 
			

			5/29/10 - 
			UFC 114 Results Posted. 
			

			5/8/10 - 
			UFC 113 Results Posted. 
			

			4/10/10 - 
			UFC 112 Results Posted. 
			

			3/27/10 - 
			UFC 111 Results Posted. 
			

			2/21/10 - 
			UFC 110 Results Posted. 
			

			2/6/10 - 
			UFC 109 Results Posted. 
			

			1/2/10 - 
			UFC 108 Results Posted. 
			

			1/1/10 - Happy New Year. 
			

			12/25/09 - Merry Christmas. 
			

			12/12/09 - 
			UFC 107 Results Posted. 
			

			11/26/09 - Happy Thanksgiving. 
			

			11/23/09 - 
			UFC 106 Fight Money Posted. 
			

			11/21/09 - 
			UFC 106 Results Posted. 
			

			11/14/09 - 
			UFC 105 Results Posted. 
			

			11/4/09 - 2 New 
			Martial Arts Articles Added. 
			

			10/27/09 - 
			UFC 104 Fight Money Posted. 
			

			10/24/09 - 
			UFC 104 Results Posted. 
			

			9/19/09 - 
			UFC 103 Results Posted. 
			

			9/16/09 - 
			UFC Fight Night 19 Results Posted 
			

			8/30/09 - 
			UFC 102 Fight Money Posted. 
			

			8/29/09 - 
			UFC 102 Results Posted. 
			

			8/8/09 - 
			UFC 101 Results Posted. 
			

			7/13/09 - 
			UFC 100 Fight Money Posted. 
			

			7/11/09 - 
			UFC 100 Results Posted. 
			

			6/13/09 - 
			UFC 99 Results Posted. 
			

			5/31/09 - Updated
			Top 10 MMA Fighters Page.
			

			5/26/09 - 
			UFC 98 Fight Money Posted. 
			

			5/25/09 - Over 5,600 Links in 
			Directory.
			

			5/23/09 - 
			UFC 98 Results Posted. 
			

			4/26/09 - Updated
			Acai Berry Page. 
			

			4/18/09 - 
			UFC 97 Results Posted. 
			

			4/1/09 - 
			UFC Fight Night 18 Results Posted 
			

			3/9/09 - 
			UFC 96 Fight Money Posted. 
			

			3/7/09 - 
			UFC 96 Results Posted. 
			

			2/21/09 - 
			UFC 95 Results Posted. 
			

			2/7/09 - 
			UFC Fight Night 17 Results Posted 
			

			2/2/09 - 
			UFC 96 and UFC 97 Announced. 
			

			2/1/09 - 
			UFC 94 Fight Money Posted. 
			

			1/31/09 - 
			UFC 94 Results Posted. 
			

			1/25/09 - 
			Affliction 2: Day of Reckoning Fight Money Posted. 
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